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Sustainable Seas Trust
The Sustainable Seas Trust (SST) is a Non-Profit Organisation that supports and connects communities across Africa
through research, education, enterprise development and growing awareness about ocean conservation and plastic
pollution. Through the African Marine Waste Network project, SST is focusing on preventing marine pollution in Africa
at its source, on land.

Litter as a concern to society
Extensive publicity has been given to detrimental impacts of litter on land, rivers, and oceans. This includes ecological,
economic, and social repercussions (14,15,16). Litter has a negative impact on organisms living in rivers, along the coast
and in the sea, for example, through entanglement, habitat destruction and/or exposure to dangerous chemicals (17,14).
Economic impacts include the loss of ecosystem services, such as declining fish stocks and tourism (14). Marine plastic
litter causes an estimated 13 billion USD in damage to global marine ecosystems every year (18). Litter also affects
society by creating an unappealing environment and impacting on the cultural value of nature. Additionally, litter may
pose a threat to human health through physical injuries, polluted water, and by facilitating the spread of diseases such
as malaria (19,20).

Litter booms
Litter booms are barriers that are placed in rivers or other waterways (e.g., storm water drains) to prevent land-based
plastic from entering the ocean. The majority of the plastic found in the sea today has been carried from inland via our
waterways (1) (3). Over 60% of plastic produced today has a lower density than water (21) and is therefore expected to
float near the river surface. Floating litter booms are therefore useful in trapping a large proportion of plastic flowing
down rivers, before it reaches the sea. Consequently, litter booms help decrease marine and beach pollution.
Litter booms trap floating litter, while allowing heavier items to flow underneath the boom (2). Fish and other aquatic
life are thus able to move freely underneath the litter booms.
The aim of the study is to obtain a baseline of the amounts and types of litter floating down rivers to the sea. By virtue
of collecting litter as part of the study, we will also be preventing some litter from reaching the ocean.
Three types of litter booms are proposed to be
implement within the Nelson Mandela Bay
Municipality (NMBM), figures 1 to 3. The type of
boom to be installed will depend on the river profile
and the litter load. Litter boom type 1 uses recycled
two litre plastic bottles as a float with a mesh curtain
hanging into the water column. The mesh is a barrier
net or a cladding net typically used in construction
activities. Litter boom type 2 is the same as type 1
but excludes the curtain mesh. Litter boom type 3 is
a large HDPE pipe. All three booms floats on the
water surface. These, and other types of litter
booms, are already in use throughout South Africa
(Table 1).
Figure 1 Proposed litter boom type 1: float made from empty plastic bottles, with
the curtain made from a barrier net or cladding net typically used in
construction.
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Through a desktop literature review of litter booms, we have not found any study comparing the three types of booms
to be used in this study. As such, the Litter Boom project by SST will provide an opportunity to conduct a comparison
study of boom types, in addition to obtaining valuable information on the types and amounts of litter floating down
rivers. An initial assessment of the different litter booms is presented in Table 2.

Figure 2 Proposed litter boom type 2: a float made from
empty plastic bottles, without a curtain.

Figure 3 Proposed litter boom type 3: pipe
made from HDPE plastic.

Table 1 Litter booms are already installed, and have achieved great success, throughout South Africa.
Link

Title

https://www.goodthingsguy.com/environment/riverlitter-boom-innovation/

Two men from Durban use recycled bottles
to catch river litter near taxi rank
The Litterboom Project

Amanzimtoti
River, Durban
KZN

War on Waste: New “litter booms” being
installed are saving the environment!
Litter booms halts massive rubbish deluge

Black River, Cape
Town
uMngeni River,
KZN

2

https://tabloidmedia.co.za/taking-back-the-riverwith-litter-trap/

Taking back the river with litter trap

River,

2

https://www.uust.org.za/ohlanga-river-litter-boom/

Ohlanga River Litter Boom

River,

3

https://northglennews.co.za/179369/north-durbanlitter-booms-make-inroads-fight-pollution/

North Durban litter booms make inroads in
fight against pollution

Palmiet
KZN
Ohlanga
KZN
KZN

https://www.thelitterboomproject.com/
https://www.goodthingsguy.com/environment/litterboom-black-river/
https://northglennews.co.za/106871/litter-boomshalts-massive-rubbish-deluge/

Area

Boom
type
2
3

Organisation
Private citizens
The Litterboom
Project
Help Up

3

Dusi
Umgeni
Conservation
Trust (DUCT)
Private citizens
Upper Umhlanga
Security Trust
Durban Green
Corridor

other

Table 2 Assessment of three different types of proposed litter booms.
Boom type

1 – Float
with curtain
2 – Float
3 – Pipe

Possibility
of
reduction
to water
flow
Medium to
high
Medium

Possibility
to cause
localized
flooding

Impact to
fish
movement

Effectiven
ess to trap
floating
litter

Durability

Ease of
cleaning

Type of
river best
used in
(flow rate)

Cost

Likelihood
of being
stolen

Low to
medium
Low

Low to
high
Low

High

Low

Unknown

Low

Unknown

Medium

Medium

Unknown

Low

Unknown

Low

None

Low

Medium

High

Possibly
difficult
Relatively
easy
Easy

Unknown

Medium

Unknown
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Litter booms for NMBM
This study aims to install booms along three rivers in the metro, being: the Chatty, Bakens (also known as Baakens
River) and Papkuils (also known as Papenkuil River) Rivers. The Bakens River will have three booms installed. The
Chatty and Papkuils rivers will have one boom each. Site visits to the proposed river sites revealed visible litter within
the water courses and their banks, indicating that plastic pollution is a concern in all three rivers. Figure 4 shows the
proposed positions of these booms within the metro. None of the prosed sites are in a national or private protected
or conservation area.

Figure 4 Position of proposed litter booms.
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The current assessment of the rivers is as follows:

Bakens / Baakens River
The National Freshwater Ecosystems Priority Areas (NFEPA) project classifies the condition of the Bakens River as
condition C - moderately modified (12,22) (figure 5). Condition A or B is considered intact and able to contribute towards
river ecosystem biodiversity targets (22) so the Bakens is classified to be in a less than ideal state under condition C. Site
visits along the Bakens River show it to be in a good ecological state, however, there is dumping along its length (13)
and litter enters via street drainage. Numerous sewage leaks are noted along its length, (4) (5) however, they are
localized and do not affect the entire length of river (13). Installation of litter booms will help keep the river in condition
C and may even result in improving its condition to a healthy state (conditions A or B).

Figure 5 NFEPA’s river condition classification.

In the Bakens River there are three proposed sites.
Site 1 is a storm water concrete canal that flows into a tributary to the Bakens River, often referred to as Little Kabega
River (Figure 6).
Site 2 is considered to be a semi-natural river (Figure 7). A rock gabion crossing for runners and cyclists is found
upstream of the site. Just above the rock gabion is sewerage pipe enclosed in a concrete slab. This section of the river
is a tributary to the Bakens River, locally known as Little Kabega.
Site 3 is considered to be a semi-natural river, situated in the main Bakens River (Figure 8). Just above the site is a large
concrete weir with no fish ladder.
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Site 1 will be visible to learners from a nearby school and a
limited number of pedestrians. Sites 2 and 3 will be visible
to cyclists, runners and walkers in the Bakens Valley. There
are two primary benefits of ensuring that the booms are
highly visible to members of the public. Firstly, the presence
of the booms (and the collection of litter) will help raise
awareness regarding pollution in the river and may help
change social norms regarding littering. Secondly, higher
visibility of the booms may increase the possibility of
citizens reporting when booms have been damaged or filled
with litter. This visibility will help to ensure that the booms
are functioning at maximum capacity. A notice will be
placed within the vicinity of the boom explaining the project
Figure 6 Site 1 - 16th Ave Canal - Walmer.
and giving relevant contact details.

Figure 7 Site 2 - Dormy PI - Walmer.

Figure 8 Site 3 - Dodd's Farm - Walmer.

Papkuils River / Papenkuil River
The Papkuils estuary is now an industrial waste-water canal (8). There are many sewage leaks and industrial waste
leaks/dumping into the river, as reported by the Continental company (9) (10). Site visits revealed that there is a high
amount of wastewater outfalls coming from factories along the river. The NFEPA project classifies the condition of this
river as condition Z - tributary condition modelled as not intact (12) (Figure 5), meaning the river is rated in the lowest
score possible and is very unhealthy. A visual inspection of the river shows a high level of solid refuse waste within the
river as well as dumping along its banks. The implementation of a litter boom will not fix the river system, but it is a
step in the right direction in cleaning the river, while at the same time promoting awareness to the condition of the
river and preventing litter from entering the sea.
Site 4 (figure 9), is the proposed location for the litter
boom in the Papkuils River. At the proposed location, the
river is completely transformed into a concrete canal.
The boom will be visible to both vehicles and
pedestrians.

Figure 9 Site 4 - Continental company - New Brighton.
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Chatty River
The upper reaches of the Chatty River upstream of urban development are relatively natural and support the valuable
indigenous fish Cape Kurper (Sandelia capensis) (11). The conservation value of the middle and lower reaches of the
Chatty River and tributaries is low due to its highly degraded ecological status (11). Some tributaries are so polluted and
degraded, that no natural aquatic life can be supported within the water (11). The river has numerous sewerage leaks
along its length (5) (6) and dumping is an issue on its banks (7) (11). However, the Chatty River is a tributary to the Swartkops
River, which is a functioning river that supports aquatic life (8). The implementation of litter booms in the Chatty River
will keep out some of the solid waste from the Swartkops system, which would otherwise contribute to the
degradation of the Swartkops River. The Zwartkops Conservancy is already picking up large quantities of litter in the
Swartkops River, some of which comes from the Chatty River (Dale Clayton pers. comm.). The NFEPA project identities
the condition of this river as condition EF - seriously modified or critically/extremely modified (12) (Figure 5).
Site 5 (figure 10) is the proposed location for the litter
boom in the Chatty River. At this site, the river is a seminatural river, with bridges above and below the
proposed site. The placement of the boom will be in the
lower reaches of the river, about 750 meters before it
enters the Swartkops River. The boom will be slightly
visible from the road but is likely to go unnoticed by fast
traveling cars. Additionally, the site is isolated, with
minimal foot traffic.

Figure 10 Site 5 - Chatty River / R367 crossing – Ibhayi

Considerations for the environment
We recognise that litter build-up in the booms may increase the risk of flooding in the immediate vicinity of the
proposed sites. However, the booms pose a ‘low to no’ risk to possible flooding. Boom type 1 with a curtain may pose
a medium risk. This curtain may trap debris that could increase the risk of flooding, however this would be minimal
due to the small size of the boom. It is already seen that during a normal storm event there is flooding along the river
regardless of booms. Storm events may rapidly bring large debris down the rivers, threatening flooding. By using plastic
ropes to secure the booms, large items (e.g. trees) will easily be able to break the booms during flooding events and
thus allow for unobstructed movement of litter and debris down the river – reducing the risk of flooding. Furthermore,
all booms will be inspected at least once a week to remove litter and conduct any necessary repairs. Weekly clean-ups
will be organised by SST and will either be carried out internally, or by third parties. Local NGO’s, the municipality and
businesses will be approached to assist with various steps in the cleaning process.
As previously mentioned, litter booms pose minimal risk to wildlife. To ensure that fish and other wildlife can move
freely underneath the booms, we will ensure that the base of the boom does not touch the bottom of the river during
normal flow conditions. At sites where the river is very shallow, booms will be placed within 50 m of man-made
structures that already modify the flow of the river (e.g. concrete canals in the Papkuils River). These structures
influence fish movement, with fish only moving over the structures during times of high flow. The addition of booms
at these locations will thus have no added effect on the ecosystem, as fish will similarly be able to move over or under
the booms when water levels are high.
All booms will be removed upon completion of the project, unless other organisations or the municipality wish to
maintain them, as part of a waste management strategy. The project is scheduled to run from June 2020 to April 2023.
If litter loads have dropped sufficiently to warrant the removal of booms, then booms may be removed before the
proposed ending date. The appropriate authorities will be notified of any such changes.
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Project funding
Primary funding for this project will come from SST. All materials for the booms are funded by SST, with some items
being donated by Plastics SA. SST will also fund cleaners for the booms in the initial phases of the project. As the
project develops, the aim is to involve local organisations and businesses to fund the removal of litter from specific
booms, for the long-term. If at any point, we are unable to fund the cleaning of litter booms, the booms will be
removed immediately.

Going forward
The rivers in NMBM, like in most other large cities, have a high amount of litter in them and along their banks. Litter
booms are proven to be effective in capturing litter flowing down rivers in other cities in South Africa (Table 1). If litter
is not captured higher up in a catchment, it will flow into larger water bodies resulting in degrading the system further
down in the catchment, affecting local communities, and endangering wildlife. Installation of litter booms at strategic
points along rivers in NMBM is therefore expected to have a positive impact on the health of the proposed rivers and
will reduce the amount of litter entering Algoa Bay.
If successful, more traps will be installed within the river systems, either downstream or upstream, depending on the
litter loads found. Additional installations will take into consideration the river health, as we do not want to cause
damage to the species living within and around the rivers.
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